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RED LIGHT, “STOP.” GREEN LIGHT, “GO.” YELLOW LIGHT, “GO VERY FAST?”
“Wait for the Lord; be strong, take heart and wait for the Lord.” Psalm 27:14
I remember when my kids were little and we would talk about how God answers our prayers. Sometimes it’s
a red light, “NO.” Sometimes it’s a green light, “YES.” And sometimes it’s a yellow light, “WAIT.” However, my very
observant and flawlessly logical daughter saw the problem with this metaphor: around here, yellow lights usually mean,
“GO QUICK, BEFORE IT TURNS RED!”
There are seasons, especially in ministry, where we truly jump the gun, bite off more than we can chew, and move
forward when we really should wait. We have misplaced expectations of what God is going to do, so we forge ahead
before He gives us the green light. This can lead to discouragement, disillusionment, disappointment, and lots of other
“dis” words.
Maybe this has happened to you. You start a ministry or program, with God’s leading, and you see great potential in it. So you push for more activities, more programs, more volunteers, only to watch the growth stop, the momentum lost, people burn
out, and you wonder, “What happened?” If you retrace your steps, and prayerfully consider what went wrong, you may realize you were never
given a green light by God. Maybe you forgot to ask for His direction, or maybe you asked, but then plowed ahead before you got a clear
answer. If you are wondering why I would bring this up, it’s simply because it has happened to me, and I don’t wish it on anyone! In an effort
to make it “bigger,” “better,” and “more awesome,” it crashes and burns. Big bummer.
But God is always good! (that bears repeating) God is always good! He tends to save our bacon in the 11th hour. But even so, we sit
with our head in our hands and think, “Where did I go wrong?” Perhaps that’s part of the problem: the word “I” can get in the way. There are
some simple steps to prevent these issues, and hopefully they will be helpful to you in your ministry!
1. Who’s the boss? You need to work as a team, with God as the leader. If you are the head of your ministry, you need to have a spiritually
grounded team or partner to keep your ambitions and ideas in check, making sure they are in line with God’s will. This means group prayer
as well as individual prayer. Remember who these kids belong to, who YOU belong to, who this ministry belongs to... Don’t act like the fleas
who argue over which one of them owns the dog they live on.
2. Ever tried holding up your thumb and blocking the sun with it? It’s amazing how when we focus on a little thing, held too close to us, we can
block out something so big and glorious. Sometimes we are too busy focusing on how we only had three new kids in children’s church this year,
and we fail to rejoice over that one child who made a life-changing decision to follow Christ. Set reasonable goals, and celebrate whatever
happens, giving credit to Whom it is due! Expecting your ministry to double in size in one year may be unrealistic. Pray toward that end, but
let God take the lead! He is much more interested in quality than quantity.
3. Get back to basics! If God doesn’t seem to be blessing your ministry goals, make sure they are completely centered on Christ: knowing
Him and making Him known. This needs to be our primary focus, and with it comes worship, fellowship and service. If we center everything
around this great commission, God will bless it.
4. WAIT for yellow lights! This is just about the hardest thing for us as humans. We might meet resistance in ministry and think “Satan is attacking! We must be doing something right!” So we plow forward. But Satan isn’t picky... he’s not just looking to destroy our ministry... he is
pleased enough if our ministry becomes ineffective. And sometimes we make ourselves easy targets by not following God’s lead. Don’t let
Satan get a foothold; wait on the LORD.
Waiting is never easy, but we are in good company! We have been given amazing examples of patience through Abraham, Joseph, Job,
Moses, Simeon, and the list goes on and on. And they waited DECADES for the Lord to give them a green light. He will always make His will
clear if we are seeking and waiting. So the next time you get to a yellow light, before you slam on the accelerator, say a prayer. Ready... Set...
WAIT!
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